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Maximum Profit
To lead decentra l ized platform that
empowers traders wor ldwide to
trade autonomously and achieve
f inancia l  f reedom

Mission is to provide traders with
a decentralized, transparent, and
secure trading platform that
empowers them to make
informed trading decisions and
maximize their profits using AI-
powered trading swaps.

High End Dapp

Easy to Access

Creat ing h igh pers istency,
cutt ing-edge blockchain-
based apps on Mand platform

Mand wi l l  a im to make a l l
decentra l ized appl icat ions had
best  user  exper ience.
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Sustainable AI Trading Swap

We aim to revolutionize the trading
industry by providing a platform
that is innovative, secure, and
profitable for all traders.  It is
designed to provide traders with a
profitable trading experience while
minimizing risks and maximizing
returns. Mand is forward-thinking organization that is dedicated to a decentralized, transparent, and secure trading platform 

Full Authority Innovative
The platform is based on

decentralized blockchain

technology, which ensures

that traders have full control

over their funds and data.

This means that traders do

not need to worry about

centralized authorities

controlling their funds .

Innovation is at the core of

Mand's operations. The

organization is constantly

pushing the boundaries of

technology to provide its

traders with the most

advanced trading tools and

resources. This includes the

use of artificial intelligence

trading swaps. 

Mand will aim to make all

decentralized applications

user-friendly, secure and

accessible to strengthen its

ecosystem. Users of these

applications will be able to

use the application quite

comfortably and earn a profit.

User Friendly
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MANDALORIAN - YODA?
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MAND

JOIN   PROFIT

1200 $Mand 900 Token B

Pr ice Curve Def ined by X*Y =K

AVAILABLE

Application

Strategies

Liquidity Sharing

Distribution

In this section, we will explain how Mand
works. There will be technical details about
trading, liquidity providers and pools...

Reserves

AI Trading swap

Trading Strategies
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Mand AI trading swap is a sophisticated system that
leverages advanced machine learning techniques to
generate profitable trading strategies.It has functions
like Join and profit...
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MANDCommunity is the main focus of
Mand. Mand Community, is a
crucial instrumental to shaping
how project develop and operate.
“The network and community”
behind Mand project that he we
see as a driving force for change
and good. Engaged communities
also act as the best holder on
social media. 

Accessibility is a pain point for
cryptocurrency adoption that has
been discussed for years, yet still,
it is pertinent as ever.There are
barriers that are limiting
accessibility to cryptocurrencies,
such as financial education and
technological resources. With
Mand, accessibiliy wont be an
issue 

Mand is constantly pushing the
boundaries of technology and
innovation to improve the trading
experience for its users. Also
Mand is committed to providing a
secure trading platform that
prioritizes the safety of traders'
funds and data.Mand values
transparency and ensures  trading
decisions.

Mand dApss embraces
decentralization and is being
built, operated, and owned by
its users. Web3 puts power in
the hands of individuals rather
than corporations. Mand is
also a AI project and puts a lot
of space into this new
technology in its ecosystem.

MAND

https://www.cnbc.com/2021/07/21/jack-dorsey-says-this-is-what-inspires-him-the-most-about-bitcoin.html


Targets sect ion consists of  4 main
elements.  These e lements are
proof  that  we are a AI  based
project  open to development.

With the momentum we get from our
ecosystem and community, we will
reach our goals one by one. We are
getting one step closer to our ultimate
goal being the much known DAO Project
on crypto world. 

Step 1

Mand is a collaborative project. In the future, we
will be in many collaborations that will benefit our
ecosystem and products. We will keep our ties
strong with other projects. We will support them
and take part in crossmarketing and mutual apps.

Collaborations

Pushing the Limits of Web3
Mand, as a decentralized autonomous organization, is
closely connected with Web3 and operates on Web3
infrastructure. Web3 is the next generation of the
internet, which is designed to enable decentralized
applications and services that are powered by
blockchain technology.

MAND



Targets sect ion consists of  4 main
elements.  These e lements are
proof  that  we are a Swap based
project  open to development.

With the momentum we get from our
ecosystem and community, we will
reach our goals one by one. We are
getting one step closer to our ultimate
goal being the much known DAO Project
on crypto world. 

Step 2

Overall, the $Mand token is a versatile asset that
is used in several different areas of the Mand
platform. It allows traders to participate in the
platform's governance, pay for platform fees, earn
rewards, stake their tokens, provide liquidity, and
trade on the platform. By using the $Mand token,
traders can take advantage of the benefits of the
Mand platform and help to shape its future
direction and development.

Innovative Ecosystem

Advantegous
Another advantage of Mand's DAO is that it provides
a high level of security and transparency. Since the
platform is decentralized, there is no central point
of failure or control, which means that traders can
be confident that their funds and data are secure.
Additionally, all decisions and operations on the
platform are transparent .
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User Experience
Mediocre user experiences
due to bad user interfaces is
the most common problem in
crypto world right now. Lack
of proficienct can be a cause.

Transparency

While De-Fi projects need to be
persistent and transparent,
investors are often not provided
with sufficient honesty in the
crypto world.

Security

Today's projects can be easily
hacked due to lack of knowledge,
carelessness and social
engineering methods. This can
cause a huge loss of funds.

Sustainability

Uncontrallable Inflation and
mediocre systems are the
worst enemy of future of
blockchain based apps and
crypto projects.
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User Friendly UX

Cyber Security Specialists

Blockchain Transparency

Advanced Yielding System

Mand's designs enhances user experience by making it
easy for users to achieve their goals and perform tasks
with ease. It involves simplifying the design, providing clear
and concise instructions, and reducing the learning curve.

By combining the principle of transparency provided by
Blockchain technology with real life, we hope that our
investors and community will be able to follow every step
we take.

Together with our cyber security experts, seminars on how
to make safe transactions are given to our managers. It is
also regularly audited by our developers.

Unlike traditional systems, Mand developes and uses an
anti-inflationary system with a unique yielding and profit
distribution system.

MAND



Q1

Project planning done.
Team building phase is
completed. 
Name and value created
for the brand.
 Negotiations were held
for partnership and
association support. 

Q2

Important  agreements was
made. 
Social media work has
begun. 
The trademark of the name
have been purchased. 
Crucial partnerships was
done.

Q3

The benefits of the
association and partners
have been clarified. 
Contracts completed. 
Software work planning
was done. Team
assignments were
clarified. 

Q4

Increased use of R&D
for external services. 
Meetings were held
with companies.
The preparation for
the presale is started

Idea SparkPlanning First Steps
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Q1

Deployment of the smart
contract to BSC, done.
 Whitepaper contents
are completed. 
Website activated. 
Pre-sale planned. 
Marketing have started. 
Partnership agreements

Q2
Launch presale on PinkSale
to raise funds for further
development and marketing
of the Mand-Yoda.
Complete development of
the Trade, Mand Game and
release it on DAPP platforms
Listing $Mand token on
Pancakeswap..

Q3

Expansion of the Mand user
base through marketing and
community building efforts.
Development of additional
features and services for the
Mand Dapp
Launch marketing campaigns
to promote the Mand project
to potential users and
investors.

Q4

Listing on additional
exchanges
 Increasing liquidity and
accessibility
New partnerships are done.
Expanding the Mand
ecosystem. 
Influencer On-Boarding will
continue

Designing EvolutionSetting Uptrend
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Q1
Participate in
blockchain-related
events and competitions
to showcase the unique
features and capabilities
of the Mand-Yoda.
Implementation of
decentralized
governance for the
Mand ecosystem
through the Mand Game

Q2
Product Development
Launch Mand-Yoda Labs, a
research and development
arm of Mand focused on
creating new AI-powered
tools and solutions
 Community-driven decision
making for the future
development of Mand and
associated dApps

Q3

Bridges to the networks are
done and started to serve in
different networks.
Expansion of the Mand
ecosystem through
collaboration with other
projects and networks.
Marketing to local exchange
groups with the success of the
bot growing.

Q4

Decentralized Governance 
 AI V2 integration done. 
With AI, brands started to
produce special NFTs. 
A fully user-accessible
artificial intelligence bot. 
Listing on a top tier
exchange. 
Signing with famous artist
for Mand Game Collections.

Integration SatiationExpansion Climax
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Token Economics,  inc luding but  not
l imited to the token's  creat ion and
distr ibut ion,  supply and demand,
incent ive mechanisms,  and token
burn schedules.

The Tokenomic Overview indicates the
intention of a project. A qualified and
logical distribution creates an
environment of trust for investors. As
Mand, we would like to also mention the
Burning Program part in our tokenomic
distribution.

Structure

What is Mand's  Price Impact  ?

Mand-Yoda's ($Mand) Contract Address

Token Network

Total Supply 
Mand Token's ($Mand) Total Supply is 1.000.000.000

Mand ($Mand) token is issued on BSC Network (BEP-20)

Buy & Sell Tax
Mand-Yoda's Buy Tax %5 & Sell Tax is %7

0x2d24fd27b3c0fd6a89380fad360c78c6b10da16b

Unlike other projects, our price impact is just %3.

MAND



Ecosystem - % 36.9

Liquidity - %  19.6

Token Distr ibution

Team - % 8.2

Development - % 3.1

In Game - %6.4

Marketing - % 7.3

Trade Loss - % 18.4

Ecosystem
36.9%

Liquidity
19.6%

Trade Loss
18.4%

Team
8.2%

Marketing
7.3%

In - Game
6.4%

Development
3.1%
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Join our ever-growing community! You
can follow every development about
Mand on our social media accounts.

Be the first to know about surprise
developments!

Don't forget to follow our
social media accounts!

YOUTUBE

TWITTER

INSTAGRAM

TELEGRAM

MEDIUM

LINKEDIN

MAND



TELEGRAM

LINKEDIN

TWITTER

INFO MAIL

INSTAGRAM

WEBSITE

MAND

https://t.me/Kylonnproject
https://twitter.com/kylonproject
https://twitter.com/kylonproject
https://www.instagram.com/kylonfoundation/
http://www.kylon.at/

